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Transdermal Patch – 20mg
$7.00 – or subscribe and get  15% off

 Full-Spectrum Hemp Extract with Naturally Occurring CannabidiolRated 4.93 out of 5 based on 41 customer ratings
 (42 Review(s))

Our award-winning transdermal patch is a discreet and convenient solution for Mary’s on the go. Our patented technology offers a long-lasting, formula of full-spectrum hemp extract with 20mg of naturally occurring CBD and eucalyptus to allow for easy titration throughout the day. When applied, it’s a great way to kick off your morning with a calming, plant-based blend.
 
 
For COA information, click here.
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 Formulated To Help arrow_drop_downFormulated To Help
	Offer convenient, long-lasting mind and body well being
	Provide a continuous release of naturally occurring CBD for 8-12 hours
	Simply adheres to any veinous area of the skin like the inner wrist or top of foot.




 Ingredients arrow_drop_downIngredients
 Acrylic Adhesive, Propylene Glycol, Oleic Acid, Sunflower Lecithin, Full-Spectrum Activated Hemp Extract, Eucalyptus, Naturally Derived Terpenes.

 Suggested use arrow_drop_downSuggested use
 The patch is most effective when applied to a veinous part of the body, like the top of the foot or inner wrist. Cleanse and dry skin prior to application. Remove plastic liner and press patch firmly onto skin. Effects last up to 12 hours. Patch should be worn continuously.







	  Reviews (42) 


	 [image: ]  krysta Ballew  
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/21/2019
I bought one patch because I’ve spent so much money on stuff like this.  Now I’m ordering more patches.




	 [image: ]  Gabriela Carelli  
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/31/2019
I just loved it. It helped me.




	 [image: ]  Brad  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 08/07/2019
I haven’t found ANYTHING more effective -These patches are an absolute gift in my opinion!




	 [image: ]  Kelleyjessie  
Rated 4 out of 5
 09/03/2019
I used these patches for three months by cutting each patch into three.  I felt that initially the patches worked, however, after a few months, they stopped.  I especially enjoyed them at night and they smell great. I was going to try to use an entire patch, however, that was going to get too expensive.  I also felt that the patches were leaving a permanent bruise on my wrist.  I used the patch on the top of my foot and on the side by my rib cage, but I didn’t have the same pain reducing experience and after awhile, the area where the patch was applied ached.  My daughter had that same experience on her wrist.  She wore the patch (1/3 of the patch). I will use the patch occasionally, but for me, it was not an everyday solution.  I would recommend this patch before bed….




	 [image: ]  Rebecca Sanders-Eachus  
Rated 5 out of 5
 09/12/2019
I love it and will definitely continue to use it and tell others to as well!!




	 [image: ]  Marc  
Rated 5 out of 5
 09/20/2019
Great product




	 [image: ]  Gloria  
Rated 5 out of 5
 10/22/2019
This is the ONLY thing I have found that helps. Thank you for developing this wonderful product!




	 [image: ]  Steven Fararre  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 11/05/2019
Was given one of these patches  and was completely amazed… I just ordered some and will be ordering more very soon.




	 [image: ]  Lynnette Olson  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 11/20/2019
Works good for me.




	 [image: ]  Pamela Immitt  
Rated 5 out of 5
 11/24/2019
I love these products




	 [image: ]  Elizabeth Towns  
Rated 5 out of 5
 11/30/2019
I use this on days that I give family parties where I am on my feet for most of the day.




	 [image: ]  Aubry Hutton  
Rated 5 out of 5
 12/05/2019
I found these at my local dispensary and decided to try one on a whim. I am very happy that I did. I’ve only been wearing it for three hours.




	 [image: ]  Juanette Anderson  
Rated 5 out of 5
 12/08/2019
 this patch helps more than anything I’ve tried.




	 [image: ]  MARY RANC  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 12/30/2019
I find the patches are my best bet as I just place them and forget them.




	 [image: ]  Krysta  
Rated 5 out of 5
 01/02/2020
Best pach I’ve found.




	 [image: ]  Alison Fagundes  
Rated 5 out of 5
 01/13/2020
One of my favorite products!




	 [image: ]  mike  
Rated 5 out of 5
 01/20/2020
These patches are the best CBD product out there. Worth every penny!




	 [image: ]  Matt  
Rated 5 out of 5
 01/24/2020
I’ve used the 1:1 cbd:thc patches a few times now. After getting positive results with there cbd oil, I decided to try.
 THESE PATCHES WORK!! No BS.  Even for a everyday smoker and vape these patches provide a nice relief and little boost.
 AMAZING!!




	 [image: ]  Kathy  
Rated 5 out of 5
 02/05/2020
I haven’t tried it yet but excited 😁 to try you products. Any suggestions




	 [image: ]  Maggie  
Rated 5 out of 5
 02/12/2020
First off, I work in a CBD shop and we carry great products. I wish we carried Mary’s because this works! I tried the Mary’s Medicinals in CO, but I really enjoy Mary’s Nutritional’s. This is amazing! I apply it to my wrist. I wish they had packs where I could literally buy several at a time, rather than buying them individually. These patches are literally the best thing ever made! They smell heavenly too!!




	 [image: ]  Ciara  
Rated 5 out of 5
 03/03/2020
These are miracle patches!! Thank you for these and helping people like me.




	 [image: ]  Shelly Jackson  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 04/29/2020
A friend gave me one, and after we knew it worked we were not at all afraid to buy in bulk.




	 [image: ]  Bella  
Rated 5 out of 5
 05/11/2020
I’ve tried many things to help but these patches are amazing, they help so much and the best thing is I can just put one on and go.




	 [image: ]  LeeAnn  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 05/23/2020
These patches have done so much for me I don’t know how to put it into words. I can use them for 12.5 hours before I take them off and they work the entire time. I would highly recommend these to anyone, these patches are a life saver! Thank you so much! I’ve recommended these to quite a few people!




	 [image: ]  Jill Falzoi  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 06/18/2020
Make sure you clean off your inner wrist with alcohol before you place the patch. It sometimes takes two of these, but it lasts longer than 12 hours and it is far better. Really amazing. I am VERY grateful to find these patches.  The gel pen and the transdermal relief cream are also excellent, and the muscle freeze and the elite compound work well for local areas. I often use kinesiology tape to hold even the corners in place so I get every possible ounce of CBD out of them.  Phenominal product.




	 [image: ]  Janna Watanabe-Hiromasa  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 06/25/2020
Been a very loyal customer! I can continue to do art and work with my hands at designing thanks to these incredible patches!! Will always be a loyal customer. Shipping is fast, packaging is very very nice and organized. It is always packed with care. Like presentation wise, it is packaged with great care. Not just thrown in an envelope and sent out using cheapest method. One thing I appreciate, especially living on an island. Mary’s products get to me literally days from placing my order. Its faster than amazon prime! Thanks Mary and company!




	 [image: ]  Kim  
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/02/2020
I was very surprised how well it worked! It helped tremendously. I will definitely purchase more.




	 [image: ]  George Confoey  
Rated 4 out of 5
 07/06/2020
great patch




	 [image: ]  katpowell  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/10/2020
I have used these multiple times – they work.




	 [image: ]  Bonnie Agol  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/13/2020
I started using Mary’s from my dispensary, then they stopped carrying them.  I finally started to order them online and they help me through the day. Thank you for making this amazing product.  Try them they work.




	 [image: ]  Shavonne Harpole  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 07/15/2020
Fourth purchase!! A very important start to my day.




	 [image: ]  Kara Johnson  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 08/09/2020
Since COVID and working from home I have been doing WAY more sitting. I purchased these patches in the hopes that they would help. I am BEYOND pleased. I cut them in half and still feel fine for the entire day. Do yourself a favor and buy these ASAP.




	 [image: ]  Linda Montgomery  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 08/15/2020
I only ordered 7 patches to try it out. I didn’t think it was helping till I ran out of patches wow, it really works I’m ordering 60patches today.




	 [image: ]  Susie  
Rated 5 out of 5
 08/30/2020
I like this product for my lower back.




	 [image: ]  Chris rose  
Rated 5 out of 5
 09/12/2020
Have tried Mary’s Medicinal @ the local dispensary, worked perfectly.  Thank you, thank you, thank you for offering online service, major discount online compared to recreational price at the dispensary.  Omg, very excited to have this and already ordered more asap.




	 [image: ]  Mike  Verified Buyer 
Rated 5 out of 5
 09/17/2020
This product is better than anything I’ve tried. It lasts up to 12 hours. Haven’t slept better in years.




	 [image: ]  Jessica Crest  
Rated 5 out of 5
 04/26/2021
Sticks well through the day. Great product




	 [image: ]  Earle  
 08/07/2021
Transdermal delivery is still somewhat slow. Our skin is very good at keeping out contaminants, toxins, and other compounds, so patches need to be able to bypass the skin’s natural protective layers.




	 [image: ]  Ellen STEFANITS  Verified Buyer 
Rated 4 out of 5
 06/10/2022
I can’t live without them!




	 [image: ]  Yahminah  
Rated 5 out of 5
 04/16/2023
These transdermal patches I recommend to anyone that is dealing with any stress, pain or in need of relaxation. They are to me the best patches I have ever had. I have tried patches from Surterra and Muv but these are more affordable and long lasting.




	 [image: ]  Yahminah  
Rated 5 out of 5
 04/16/2023
These transdermal patches I recommend to anyone that is dealing with any stress, pain or in need of relaxation. They are to me the best patches I have ever had. I have tried patches from Surterra and Muv but these are more affordable and long lasting.




	 [image: ]  Lanny Robinson  
Rated 5 out of 5
 06/13/2023
Love this product, it’s helps a lot with anxiety!
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You might also like…
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Mary’s Muscle Freeze – 1.5 oz
$30.00
Select options 



	  Sale! [image: ]
Remedy Tincture
$46.50Mary’s Nutritionals
Select options 
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© 2024 All Rights Reserved


 Products on site contain no THC or a value of 0.3% or less THC
 *The statements made regarding these products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The efficacy of these products has not been confirmed by FDA-approved research. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. All information presented here is not meant as a substitute for or alternative to information from healthcare practitioners. Please consult your health care professional about potential interactions or other possible complications before using any product. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires this notice.




  How can we help?
 Please choose one	 [image: sleep]   Sleep 

	 [image: anxiety]   Anxiety 

	 [image: relax]   Relax 

	 [image: pain]   Pain 

	 [image: muscle-recovery]   Muscle Recovery 

	 [image: skincare]   Skincare 

	 [image: daily-wellness]   Daily Wellness 

	 [image: concentration]   Concentration 






 
    






    






  




                                                                    